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creative direction (concept & direction) at
Luminant WorldWide for BecksBeer/ESPN.
our goal was to create a online pr/TV advert
that appeals to the video gaming, sports savy
"up and coming" young males. I was involved with
all aspects of client pitch, concept, pr development,
team building and direction. I co-wrote and develop
basic storyboard for client while in meeting, faxed
it over and won the concept.
Copy, design, 3D, animation, flash scripting and tech.,
all developed and built in a 12 day time contraint.

along the way there are hints or traps with
other keys but when you find the right key
you get taken to a screen that either means
you won or becomes a promo about ESPN and BecksBeer.

creative direction (concept & direction) at Luminant WorldWide for Camel.
our goal was to create a online/off line campaign that appeals to 18 -35 clubbers, bar hoppers, travel crazed, lounge loving male and female smokers across the
US expanding on their new Camel branding campaign. I was involved with all aspects of client pitch, concept, pr development, team building and direction. I co-wrote
and develop all assets and product for pitch including prepping a10 person presentation team. I felt the need to have a "tie in" of the offline with the online with a
Camel VIP passport. You become a VIP member and every time you go to a show or a club or a Camel sponsored event you would get a stamp or sticker with a
special pass word or number...your online access level was based on how many Camel events or rewards you went to and how many new passwords you got.
directed 2 pitch presentation for Camel: copy, design, illustrations, animation, flash scripting and tech., all developed and built by my interactive in house team.
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creative direction (concept & direction) at Luminant WorldWide for Camel.

assoc. creative direction (concept, new biz, direction) at
Luminant WorldWide for Harrod's.
our goal for Harrod's was to win the pitch for both online
and offline...we wanted to create a portal for living the high
class Harrod's way of life and giving access to all there
products and services online.
I worked with a designer, art director and a PR writer to
build on the brand and it's culture, to win this campaign
in a 5 day period.
For sales purposes we built a traditional style add campaign
to be presented on a laptop and decks.
We won the banner ad and pop-up ad campaign.

assoc. creative direction (concept, new biz, direction) at
Luminant WorldWide for JVC America.
our goal for JVC's "excite your senses" campaign was to create,
from scratch, a new portal for their America Professional,
Commercial customers, their back end B to B structure and
communication and finally place to find out all your JVC tech needs.
I worked with a PR concept writer to create a dialogue
with an edge and clearly impacting the brands philosophy.
with a team made up of a motion designer, interface designer,
sound producer, copy writer and programmer, we came up with
a strategy, with all their needs in mind including the new look&feel
for their american audience and service clients. The pitch was very
successful in capturing the clients desired needs and allowed us to
not only win the account but also take the creative to another level
with an online presence and PR video for conferences.

Please review full winning new business pitch
by viewing JVC pitch animation in motionReel.
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assoc. creative direction (concept, copy, direction) at
Grey e-commerce for Lucent Technology.
our goal for Lucent was to create from scratch a portal
for the clients immediate needs. They were having a major
technology conference and they need a concept, language,
marketing plan and solid communication device to relay
and allow secure access to their R/Evoluton campaign.
I worked with a technology concept writer to create a dialogue
with an edge and clearly impacting the brands philosophy.
with a team made up of a designer, several programmers
and technologists, a writer and several account people we
built this fresh portal in 3 months from concept to delivery.
I worked very hard to keep a high level of design, story
and new interface tech, at the time, and avoided using
something like Flash. This site was custom built to the
highest level.

Please review full sequence of site by viewing
Lucent-gsp.gif animation.
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creative direction (concept, direction) at
ivillage.com and ivillage advertising.
our goal for ivillage.com was to create a online
9 channel portal for women and mothers from ages
30 to 50 in the US. A place for advice, community
and access for women like nothing that had been done
before. I was brought in as a creative lead and process
manager to help deliver this product on time and and
have creative and tech options for other browsers like
AOL and online marketing intigration...also co-develop
and co-managed a everyday process of concept to
creative to content to programmers to tech to QA
then finally marketing.
I was also involved in multi levels of branding/logo
initiatives and how they work with banner/print and TV
ad campaigns, color branding and/or different channels,
look & feel, co-branding, over all re-design and constraints
for AOL or Microsoft.
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creative direction (concept, copy, design) for
Muller Sports Group to Snakeboard Inter. "pitch phase"
our goal was to create a new look for Snakeboard
International in the USA (NYC/San Diego) . I was
specifically involved in recruiting a team of
Snakeboarders and a team of media hyper young
creatives in NYC so we can develop a pitch and
concepts for this new culture and product. I was also
involved in market research, creating concepts, copy
and directing design for Snakeboard USA's new website
and development of design/skater lab. I went scouting
for locations and factory spaces in NYC with client
for I had the idea to bring the snakeboard ramp and
design dept all together in one space...get the skaters
to be creative.

